Caring for patients / residents on a traditional shower-toiletchair is very cumbersome. The caregiver will be forced to stand in an unnatural position and has to cope with static back strain. Lopital offers assistance with the height adjustable Flexo shower-toiletchair.

Flexo provides comfort and safety to the caregiver as well as the patient / resident. Back strain will be limited to a minimum, thanks to the flexible height adjuster. With this feature Flexo also makes an important contribution to the occupational and safety health policy within the healthcare sector.

When Flexo is set at the highest position, caregiver and patient / resident are able to make eye contact. The chair is automatically locked in position, thereby ensuring optimal patient / resident safety. The special Flexo design enables the chair to be wheeled directly over the toilet, provided it is on the correct setting.

- Maximum load 135 kg.